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Charlie Brooker's screen burn
'The weird dog spa couple expect their slave to serve the dogs scrambled eggs on a plate'

Charlie Brooker
Saturday July 5, 2008

Guardian

Think you're lazy? Think again. You're making the effort to read this, for starters. Personally I wouldn't bother. Hell, I don't have to.
The Guardian pays me five million a year. I've got paid helpers. And by "helpers", I mean "slaves". Reading my own articles aloud
for me is just one of their many duties. Typing them is another. I'm currently dictating these words to a slave who has to sleep in a
cardboard box under the stairs when they're not on active slaving duty. It's a sorry sight. In fact their sheer subservience makes
me angry. The way they sweat over the keyboard, quivering whenever I shriek. Pathetic. I keep trying to beat a bit of free will into
them, but that only seems to make them yet more snivelling and dependent, which in turn makes me angrier, so the beatings
never stop and the cycle of hatred continues. Eventually I'm going to have to beat them to death, just so I can be free of it all.
Never mind their emancipation. What about mine?

That's all a lie. I may have no compassion whatsoever for the rest of mankind, but even I draw the line at slavery - unlike the self-
important tossholes showcased in Personal Services Required (Wed, 9pm, C4), a sort of "Slave Swap" format from the people who
brought you Wife Swap. Confusingly, it consists of three potential housekeepers spending time with two different potential
employees in a bid to see who's a good match for whom. This week, the housekeepers consist of a terrifyingly stern Judi Dench
lookalike, a camp stick insect, and a glum dinnerlady type. The employees are a weird couple who run a luxury dog spa, and a
revolting family. Let the fireworks commence.

Except there aren't fireworks. Not really. Instead there's a lot of intensely dispiriting bossing about courtesy of the unbelievably
demanding employees. The weird dog spa couple, for instance, expect their live-in slave to dust, mop, and serve the dogs
scrambled eggs on a plate. I'll say that again: they have to serve the dogs scrambled eggs on a plate. Yes really.

Furthermore, they're expected to perform these tasks in obedient silence. The Judi Dench lookalike gamely tries to keep her spirits
up by quietly singing By The Light Of The Silvery Moon to herself as she performs her myriad chores. This immediately earns her
a bollocking from the man about the house, a blobby silver-haired American who seems to spend all his time slumped in front of a
monitor doing tedious dog spa admin. It's not even an entertainingly furious bollocking, more a sort of disappointed whine.

So far, so horrible. But the other lot are worse still. They're a family called the Grassos, but might as well be a plateful of shits
called The Shits. The Grassos are a family of three: two wobbly designer Moomins called Danny and Gabriella, and their
demanding daughter. Gabriella in particular beggars belief. She wants the house cleaned top to bottom. She wants the taps and
light switches polished till they shine like samurai blades. She wants her daughter picked up from school. She wants breakfast,
lunch, and dinner provided on demand. She wants her buttocks pulled gently apart each time she blows off. OK, she doesn't want
that. But she does want her housekeeper to don a demeaning chauffeur's uniform - replete with little peaked cap - and follow her
round the shops while she buys ghastly tat for her nasty home.

She wants all of this and more. Mainly, though, it seems she wants someone she can boss around and feel superior to, preferably
in public, with all the neighbours watching. You get the sense she'd be happy to make them live in a kennel and drink from a bowl.
Words don't do her justice. Nor, I suspect, would insulting cartoons. It's worth tuning in just to see how thoroughly unpleasant a
modern human being can be. Gabriella's surely some kind of warning.

Stare at her. Stare in horrified wonder. Or get a minion to stare in horrified wonder for you. If you're lazy.
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